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Step and kink correlations on vicinal Ge„100… surfaces investigated by electron diffraction

C. Tegenkamp, J. Wollschla¨ger, H. Pfnu¨r,* F.-J. Meyer zu Heringdorf,† and M. Horn-von Hoegen‡

Institut für Festkörperphysik, Universita¨t Hannover, Appelstraße 2, D-30167 Hannover, Germany
~Received 15 February 2002; revised manuscript received 27 March 2002; published 29 May 2002!

Using spot profile analysis in low-energy electron diffraction, we have investigated vicinal Ge~100! surfaces,
which were miscut by 2.7° and 5.4°, respectively, in@011# direction with respect to the surface normal. Within
the kinematic approximation the morphology was evaluated quantitatively both perpendicular and parallel to
the step edge direction. In contrast to vicinal Si~100! surfaces with similar miscut angles, the Ge~100! surfaces
still show an alternating configuration of~231! and~132! reconstructed~100! terraces, which are separated by
steps of single atomic height. From the spot profiles and their energy dependence we extracted the morpho-
logical parameters such as the average terrace width, the variance of the terrace size distribution, and the
average kink separation. Furthermore, step energies on the vicinal Ge~100! surfaces were estimated. These turn
out to be significantly lower than for Si~100! and lead to the formation of the observed double domain
structure.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.65.235316 PACS number~s!: 61.14.Hg, 61.72.Lk, 68.35.Bs, 68.35.Md
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I. INTRODUCTION

Investigations of the morphology of surfaces~especially
of semiconductors! have become of great interest in the la
years. Especially the equilibrium structures of vicinal s
faces have been studied in detail both theoretically
experimentally,1–3 since these surfaces are easy to prod
and are well ordered. They also bear some potential
manufacturing periodically arranged extremely small str
tures, e.g., by taking advantage of the preferential adsorp
of atoms at steps.

Compared to Si, a very small number of studies have b
carried out on vicinal Ge surfaces concerning the prepara
of different morphologies as caused, e.g., by the competi
between the formation of step bunches separated by l
terraces and small terraces separated by single atomic s
Predominantely for Si~111! surfaces the effect of step-ste
interaction has been studied extensively.4 In analogy to
Si~111! also Si~100! surfaces with miscut in the@011# direc-
tion undergo a transition from steps of single to dou
atomic height with increasing miscut angle.5 This effect is
caused by the competition between both the stress from
terrace due to the reconstruction and the stress at step s

To describe quantitatively the surface morphology of vi
nal Si surfaces, the concept of surface stress6 has been ap-
plied successfully in the past.7–9 Ge~100! surfaces are very
similar to Si~100! surfaces, they show~132! and ~231! re-
constructions, e.g., but the step structure on vicinal surfa
seems to be different. Therefore, we studied the morphol
of these surfaces by carrying out highly resolved low-ene
electron diffraction~LEED! experiments on Ge~100! sur-
faces misoriented by 2.7° and 5.4° with respect to the sur
normal.

There is also a renewed interest in the geometrical st
ture of Ge surfaces, not only to prove the physical conce
developed for vicinal Si surfaces. Devices based on Si
heterostructures are also technologically important. Our
terest in the morphology of Ge surfaces is coupled with st
ies of epitaxy of wide band gap insulating films on Ge s
faces~e.g., NaCl or KCl! as model insulator/semiconducto
0163-1829/2002/65~23!/235316~8!/$20.00 65 2353
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systems. The simplest way to structure an insulating film
by structuring the substrate surface, if epitaxial growth is s
possible. Since the smallest step height in Ge is half as h
as for NaCl, Ge steps of single atomic height are overgro
by NaCl mosaics.10 Therefore, doubly stepped Ge~100! sur-
faces are needed. We have recently shown that steps in N
films can indeed be induced by doubly stepped vici
Ge~100! substrates.11

Our experiments complement investigations carried
with scanning tunneling microscopy~STM!,12 in the manner
that our investigations are for higher miscut angles th
those investigated by STM. We also demonstrate that LE
experiments combined with spot profile analysis~SPA-
LEED! are well-suited to obtain independent informatio
about both the terrace size distributions and the step rou
ness, i.e., the kink separation and correlation length. Th
experiments have the advantage to give automatically a
cise average value of the quantities investigated.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experiments have been carried out in a UHV cha
ber, equipped with SPA-LEED, ultraviolet photoemissi
spectroscopy ~UPS!, x-ray photoemission spectroscop
~XPS!, and a mass spectrometer, at a base pressure
31028 Pa. The vicinal Ge~100! crystals ~Crystec, Berlin!
have been polished mechanically by diamond paste follow
by a final chemical treatment. The precision in the po
direction was specified to be better than 0.2°. Azimuthal o
entation was better than62° as shown with x-ray diffraction.
Samples with 2.7° and 5.4° off the@001# direction towards
@011# have been prepared.~Nomenclature in the following
will be Ge~100!2@011#2.7° and Ge~100!2@011#5.4°.! These
crystals have been mounted on a transferable sample ho
which allowed heating by both direct current and by rad
tion or electron bombardment through a filament located
hind the sample surface, respectively. The temperature
controlled by a Ni/Ni-Cr thermocouple attached to t
sample holder.

Before transfering the crystal into the UHV chamber w
©2002 The American Physical Society16-1
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C. TEGENKAMPet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 235316
carried out an ozone treatment to reduce the car
contamination.13 The cleanness of the surface was control
by XPS and x-ray induced Auger electron spectrosco
~XAES!. This treatment reduced the amount of carbon s
nificantly, as checked by XPS, but was not able to co
pletely remove all carbon on the stepped surfaces. There
the vicinal Ge~100! crystals have been cleaned additional
After removal of the oxide, by annealing the crystal for
least 2 h at 600 K,cycles of bombardment with 800 eV Ar1

ions ~crystal current typically 1.5mA! followed by annealing
to 900 K for at least 2 min were carried out. All SPA-LEE
investigations~transfer width of 1000 Å! were done after-
wards at room temperature.

III. RESULTS

In this section we first present qualitative results of vicin
Ge surfaces as revealed by our LEED study. Thereafte
Sec. III A, terrace size distributions are determined by a
lyzing spot profiles normal to the step direction. Informati
about the average step roughness was obtained from pro
of the diffuse intensities between split spots in the direct
parallel to the steps, as shown in Sec. III B.

An overview LEED pattern of a freshly prepared vicin
Ge~100!-@011# 5.4° surface at an anti-Bragg~out-of-phase!
condition14 with regard to the~00! spot is shown in Fig. 1. It
is a great advantage of LEED that directly from such a sn
shot important details for a surface model can be conclud

First, it shows the~231! reconstruction with two rota-
tional domains that is characteristic of the Ge~100! surface.
Due to thes bonding between two surface atoms and
atomic relaxations, the~131! surface transforms to a~231!
or ~132! superstructure where the orientation of the doma
depends on the terrace according to the symmetry of
diamond lattice of Ge.15 The miscut leads to the characteri
tic splitting of all integer spots, whereas the half order sp
are only broadened. The splitting of the fundamental sp
indicates the existence of a sequence of steps in@011# direc-
tion. Therefore, the splitting of 26% SBZ~surface Brillouin
zone! corresponds to an average terrace length of 15 Å
suming steps with single atomic height, in agreement w
the miscut angle. Interestingly, despite the high miscut an
of 5.4°, both rotational domains are still visible. This mea
that the vicinal Ge~100! surfaces consist of terraces that a
~at least partly! separated by steps of single atomic heig
Similar results are obtained for the Ge~100!-@011# 2.7° sur-
face ~not shown!.

Second, it is characteristic of these surfaces~see Fig. 1!
that the spots of the~231! reconstruction are more intens
than the diffraction spots of the~132! domain. Since this
was found at many different scattering conditions~i.e., elec-
tron energies!, the average terrace length of the~231! do-
main must be larger than that of the~132! domain, as shown
schematically in Fig. 2. This result is in agreement with t
nonvanishing central spot at the anti-Bragg condition. Due
the preferential termination of the surface by one type
terrace, the extinction at an out-of-phase condition with
spect to adjacent terraces cannot be complete. Although
argument is strictly valid only for the case that the incomi
23531
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and the scattered wave vectors are perpendicular to the
face to avoid any dynamical effects, it should be still corre
at the small scattering angle used in SPA-LEED~'7°!. Thus,
the LEED results show that the Ge~100! surfaces have
mainly single atomic steps. For purely doubly stepped s
faces as for Si~100! with similar miscut,16 one reconstruction
domain vanishes. These qualitative results do not exclude
existence of a small fraction of steps with double atom
height. Extrapolating from previous STM measurements12,17

to the Ge~100!2@011#2.7° surface, there should be a fractio
of double steps of less than 10%, but it could be significan
higher for the Ge~100!2@011#5.4° surface.

FIG. 1. LEED pattern of the first SBZ of a Ge~100!2@011#5.4°
surface at an electron energy of 230 eV. Besides the spot spli
of the integer spots, also both~231! reconstruction domains ar
visible, indicating the existence of steps of single atomic heig
T5300 K.

FIG. 2. Schematic view of a~132! reconstructed~100! surface
tilted towards the@011# direction with roughSB steps and smooth
SA steps. The geometrical parameters are explained in the text
6-2
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STEP AND KINK CORRELATIONS ON VICINAL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 235316
In case of vicinal surfaces, correlations are directly o
servable with LEED. Assuming identical scattering amp
tudes for both steps and terraces, the splitting of the inte
spots vanishes at any in-phase condition, since the spots
to the periodic array of steps are located at 2p/^G&, which are
also the positions of the minima of an envelope funct
originating from the finite terrace length.18 Therefore, only
for non-in-phase scattering conditions the spot splitting
visible. The degree of correlation between steps is consi
ably less for vicinal Ge~100! compared to stepped Si~100!, as
judged from the number of spots visible for a non-in-pha
condition. Whereas for vicinal Ge~100! surfaces a maximum
of three spots are visible~cf. Fig. 1!, for corresponding
Si~100! surfaces up to five satellites have been observe16

even at Bragg point positions. An alternative explanation
this difference could be that scattering amplitudes are m
or less the same for terrace and step atoms in the cas
Ge~100! but not for vicinal Si~100!. This, however, does no
seem to be the main reason for this difference, as discu
below.

A. Terrace size distribution „step-step distance…

In order to obtain deeper insight into the morphology
the vicinal Ge surfaces, we have measured one-dimensi
LEED spot profiles along the@011# direction for various
electron energies. These are transformed into plots ofk' ver-
sus kuu using a gray scale representation for the intens
Such a plot corresponds to a two-dimensional vertical
through the reciprocal space at the azimuth given bykuu and
is shown in Fig. 3. The tilted rods with the same inclinati
are characteristic for regularly stepped surfaces~i.e., for sur-
faces with a narrow distribution of step distances!.16 Also
visible is a broad rod at 50% SBZ that does not vary inki . It
is due to a superstructure spot from the~132! minority do-
main.

As seen qualitatively from this figure, the full width a
half maximum ~FWHM! of these LEED spots varies as
function of k' with pronounced minima at the three
dimensional Bragg positions. By fitting the one-dimensio
line scans with Lorentzian functions, we have determined
FWHMs of the~00! spot. In Fig. 4, we plotted them versu
the scattering phaseS for both the Ge~100!2@011#2.7° and
the Ge~100!2@011#5.4° surface. As seen from this figure, th
functional dependence can be described by parabolas
minima at the Bragg positions. This behavior seems to
characteristic for vicinal Ge~100! surfaces.

This functional form can be explained using a model t
is based on the qualitative findings discussed in contex
Figs. 1 and 2, i.e., on small correlations between terraces
our model we assume that only steps of monatomic he
exist. The only correlation assumed was the alternating
quence of short~132! and long~231! domains. Long and
short terraces are characterized by individual terrace len
distributions, i.e., by their average terrace lengths,^G l& and
^Gs&, respectively, and by their variancess l andss . Within
these restrictions and with the average step density 1/^G&,
fixed by the miscut angle, the terrace length was chosen
domly ~Markovian chain!. Details of the calculation will be
23531
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published elsewhere.19 Here we only discuss the results. F
the case of sharp terrace size distributions (s l!^G l& and
ss!^Gs&) our model predicts that the diffraction spot pr
files of the tilted rods broaden systematically, if the scatter
condition deviates fromS5n or S5n1 1

2 . From a detailed
analysis we obtain for the normalized FWHM (Fnorm) with
respect to the SBZ the parabolic behavior

Fnorm58p
as2

^G&3
~dS!2, ~1!

where dS denotes the deviation of the scattering phaseS
5n or S5n1 1

2 . This is exactly the experimentally observe
parabolic behavior of the half-widths. Equation~1! can only
be used to calculate the combined variances2

ªs l
21ss

2 by

FIG. 3. (kuu ,k') scan along the@011# direction of the first Bril-
louin zone for the Ge~100!2@011#5.4° surface. The closed circle
indicate the Bragg points of the diamond lattice and the labels ‘‘
‘‘2,’’ and ‘‘3’’ belong to the parabolas shown in Fig. 4.

FIG. 4. Normalized FWHM,Fnorm, in the x direction of the
rods, labeled 1, 2, and 3 in Fig. 3, versus the scattering phaseS for
the Ge~100!2@011#2.7° ~left! and Ge~100!2@011#5.4° ~right! sur-
face. The lines are obtained from parabolic fits according to Eq.~1!.
6-3
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C. TEGENKAMPet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 235316
fitting this function to the experimental data~see lines in Fig.
4!. For the ratios/^G& we obtain values of 0.33 and 0.32 fo
the Ge~100!2@011#2.7° and the Ge~100!2@011#5.4° surfaces,
respectively. Therefore, we can justify the assumption of n
row terrace size distributionsa posteriori, and show that the
model is consistent with the experimental data.

However, the curvature of the parabolas is only implici
determined bŷG l&, ^Gs&, s l , andss . An independant mea
surement of̂ G l& and^Gs& can be obtained by aG(Q) analy-
sis. The two distributions of short and long terrace sizes l
to an unequal occupation probability of surface atoms
these terraces. Therefore, the intensity of the central sp
the out-of-phase condition with respect to monatomic st
(S5n1 1

2 , e.g., ~10,0,0! in Fig. 3! is nonzero. Within our
model the normalized intensity for such a condition is giv
by20

G0~p,k'
out!ª

I ~kuu50,k'
out!

I total
5p2, ~2!

where I total denotes the integrated intensity of the~00! spot
~central spot and satellites due to the adjacent tilted rods!. p
is the asymmetry parameter defined by^G i&5(16p)^G&.
The positive sign refers to the long islands. The aver
terrace length,̂G&, is given by^G&5(^Gs&1^G l&)/2. In this
contextp51 denotes the~231! single domain structure with
steps of double atomic height.

In order to extract the geometrical parameters^G l&, ^Gs&,
s l , andss for both types of terraces individually, we assum
scaling for the ratios of variances and terrace leng
i.e., ss /^Gs&5s l /^G l&. This assumption was found to b
fulfilled for vicinal Si~111! surfaces, as determined b
STM.21 Our results for both the Ge~100!2@011#2.7° and the
Ge~100!2@011#5.4° surfaces are shown in Fig. 5, where w
also compare them with those obtained earlier by STM17 on
surfaces with 1° and 2° miscuts. In units of next-neighb
distances we obtained for the Ge~100!2@011#2.7° surface
^G l&59.1, ^Gs&55.9, s l52.9, ss51.9, and for the
Ge~100!2@011#5.4° surface^G l&55.5, ^Gs&51.9, s l52.7,
ss50.9. As seen from Fig. 5, our data nicely extend t
trends found with STM for the 1° and 2° misoriente
Ge~100! surfaces to higher step densities. These results d
onstrate directly the complementarity of STM and LEED.
addition, we plotted the asymmetry factorp in the right part
of Fig. 5. Even for the Ge~100!2@011#5.4° surfacep is far
away from unity, i.e., even the surface with the highest s
density investigated here is far from a surface contain
mainly double steps. A linear extrapolation leads to a ph
transition angle of approximately 9°, which is three tim
higher than for Si~100!.

Furthermore, the model of the alternating arrangemen
long and short terraces allows inherently the calculation
the density of steps with double atomic height. TheDB-step
density is given by the probability of findingSA steps with a
terrace length of 1.5a. Assuming a Gaussian distribution w
obtain for the Ge~100!2@011#5.4° surface aDB-step density
of approximately 50%, which is in reasonable agreem
23531
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with STM results.17 On the contrary, the step density wit
double atomic height for the Ge~100!2@011#2.7° surface is
less than 1%.

B. Step roughness

LEED provides the full two-dimensional information ink
space. In the following we will use this information con
tained in profiles in the direction along the step edges
obtain values about the average step roughness.

In Fig. 6~a! we have plotted the~00! spot of the
Ge~100!2@011#2.7° surface near an anti-Bragg conditio
The three bright spots seen are characteristic for the vic
surface. They correspond to the intersection with the r
shown in Fig. 3. Here we want to concentrate on the dis
bution of diffuse intensity in bothkx and ky directions. As
seen, there is considerable diffuse intensity between the r
which is spread out more and more inky direction for larger
kx values. For perfectly smooth and strictly periodic st
distances this diffuse intensity should be completely abs
However, for a variation of step distances between stra
steps, the diffuse intensity should only extend inkx direction.
It is the meandering of steps that causes the diffuse inten
to be spread out perpendicular to the direction of vicinal
Therefore, it contains directly information about the roug
ness. The comparatively sharp concentration of this diff
intensity aroundky50 and its quick broadening as a functio
of kx is an indication that the steps are rough with a corre
tion lengthj along the steps larger than the kink-kink di
tance^Gkink,y&.

In order to obtain more quantitative information about t
average step roughness we assume that the step devia
from the average position of different steps are uncorrela
and use a model of meandering, noncolliding steps.22 This

FIG. 5. Results of the terrace lengths~top! and the variances
~bottom! for the long @subscript l, ~231! reconstructed# and the
short @subscripts, ~132! reconstructed# terraces. Data for the mis
cuts of 2.7° and 5.4° are from this work, obtained with LEE
Results for the 1° and 2° misoriented surfaces are from Ref. 17
were obtained with STM.
6-4
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STEP AND KINK CORRELATIONS ON VICINAL . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 235316
FIG. 6. ~a! ~00! spot of the Ge~100!2@011#2.7° surface near an
out-of-phase condition.~b! Line scans in@01̄1# direction for differ-
entkx values. The fit~solid lines! is done with lorentzian functions
For the better visibility the plots are shifted against each othe
vertical direction.~c! The FWHMs,Fy, of ~b! versuskx .The solid
line represents the fit according to Eq.~3!.
23531
model does not distinguish between the two types of ste
Therefore, we obtain only an average information about
roughness. For exponentially decaying correlations of
fluctuations along a step, as assumed in this model, the
formation is contained in the half-widths of Lorentzian pr
files of the diffuse intensity inky direction as a function
of kx ,

Fy'
2w2

ja2

12cos~kxa!

12ub~kx!u2
. ~3!

Here w is the rms width of the step,j is the correlation
length along the steps, anda denotes the lattice constan
The attenuation factor ub(kx)u25exp$22(w2/a2)@1
2cos(kxa)#% is known as the static Debye-Waller factor.23

The evaluation of Eq.~3! should be done close to an ant
Bragg condition (S5n1 1

2 ). This equation shows that th
correlation lengthj can be determined from the limitkx
→0. In this limit, Fy ~FWHM in they direction! goes to 1/j.
The average terrace length can be extracted from the FW
of LEED spots at an anti-Bragg condition. In principle, th
average kink separation length^Gkink,y& is obtained at the
boundary of the Brillouin zone (kxa5p) by the FWHM in
the y direction, but because of the low correlation there
practically no measurable intensity atkxa5p. Therefore,
^Gkink,y& can only be determined by extrapolation of the e
perimental data from lower values ofkxa using Eq.~3!. The
rms widthw determines the curvature in Eq.~3!. A detailed
description of this model can be found in Ref. 22.

Following the model mentioned above, line scans alo
the @01̄1# direction ~parallel to the steps! were taken and
fitted by Lorentzian functions, as shown in Fig. 6~b! for the
sections markedA to D in Fig. 6~a! in between the diffraction
spots. The half-widths as a function ofkx are plotted in Fig.
6~c!. From the fit ~solid line! using Eq. ~3! we obtained
^Gkink,y&52.6a and for the correlation lengthj514.3a, re-
spectively. The rms width was determined to bew51.6a.

It should be mentioned that, in general, the step crea
energy for theSA step is significantly lower than for theSB
step, e.g., more than one order of magnitude for the Si~100!
surface.24 This leads to smoothSA and roughSB steps, which
was also found for the Ge steps.17,25 Therefore, we have de
termined basically the roughness of theSB-type steps from
the SPA-LEED analysis. The statistical analysis done w
STM reveals in case of Si~111! and Si~100! that the interac-
tion between kinks can be almost neglected.26,27As outlined
in the preceding section, correlation effects and therefore
teraction forces between Ge steps are much weaker tha
Si steps, i.e., geometrical relaxations at step sites seem t
quite small. Thus also the interaction between kinks alon
step is weak, i.e., the model of noninteracting kinks can
applied to our Ge data in accordance with previous ST
measurements.28 According to Ref. 29, the diffusivity for an
isolated step is uniquely determined by the kink energy,e,
and by temperature, and can be expressed by^k&2

'2e2e/kT.30 Our crystal was heated to 900 K for sever
minutes before it was subsequently cooled slowly to ro
temperature, where the LEED experiment was done. S

n
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C. TEGENKAMPet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 235316
the freeze-in temperature of the step edge roughnes
around 400 K,28 the calculation of the diffusivitŷ k&2 for
Ge~100! steps via^k&252w2aj21 ~see Ref. 31! leads to a
typical kink creation energy of approximately 70 meV/2a.
Although we can only give an estimate of the kink creati
energy because of the uncertainty of the freeze-in temp
ture, this estimate is in reasonable agreement with res
from a detailed STM investigation done by Zandvliet.28 For
the SB-type step, a step free energy of approximately
meV/2a was obtained there. Although the uncertainty of o
estimation is quite large, it still shows that the energetics
steps on vicinal Ge~100! differ significantly from corre-
sponding Si~100! surfaces, as will be shown below.

IV. DISCUSSION

In this paper we have presented results of
Ge~100!2@011#2.7° and Ge~100!2@011#5.4° surfaces inves
tigated by SPA-LEED, and have quantified the fact that v
nal Ge~100! surfaces even at high miscut angles cons
mainly of steps with single atomic height, in contrast to vi
nal Si~100! surfaces that at these inclinations show sin
domain structures.

This difference between the vicinal~100! surfaces of Ge
and Si needs some rational, which we outline below. It
based on our experimental data, together with reasonabl
timates where experimental data are missing, and on the
tinuum mechanical model that has been used particularly
vicinal Si~100! surfaces by Alerhandet al.7 and later on by
Pehlkeet al.8 This model that considers only energetic, b
no entropic contributions to the surface~free! energy, has
been used to describe the phase transition from step
monoatomic to double atomic height. Since Ge and Si h
identical crystal lattices and also their~100! surfaces recon-
struct in the same way, i.e., they form a dimer~231! recon-
struction, an asymmetry with respect to the terrace size
tribution is found also for Ge~100!, except that the transition
angle seems to be much higher than on Si~100!. Within the
theory just mentioned, the minimum in the surface energ
determined by both the stress anisotropy on the~231! and
~132! reconstructed terraces and relaxation effects at
sites, which lead to additional stress contributions within
elastic theory. Following literature, the amplitudes of the
two contributions are parametrized byls andld .

The interplay between these contributions and the dif
ent domain wall energieslSA

and lSB
for SA- and SB-type

steps of single atomic height andlDB
for double steps, re-

spectively, causes an asymmetryp in the terrace size distri
bution. A detailed description of the individual energy term
can be found in Refs. 32 and 33. With increasing mis
angles, i.e., with the corresponding reduction of the aver
terrace lengths, the interaction between step sites is
creased. Once a critical angle is obtained, the asymm
becomes maximal, i.e., the surface forms a single dom
structure withDB-type steps.

In a simple model for the phase transition, where only
energy balance between vicinal surfaces consisting of s
with single and double atomic height3 is considered, the criti-
cal terrace lengtĥGc& is given by
23531
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We expect that the actual critical terrace lengths at fin
temperatures are smaller than those calculated from this
mula, since entropic contributions are completely neglec
However, for low temperatures and for a qualitative compa
son intended here energetic considerations should be s
cient.

In our experiments we have determined the asymme
parameterp, which for the minimum of the elastic energ
is related to ls and ld by ~see Ref. 34! p
5(1/p)sin21@(a/^G&)A3ld /ls#. p was determined to be
0.3 for the Ge(100)2@011#2.7° surface, i.e., the ratio o
ld /ls is 10.

The analysis of the LEED profiles has shown that t
Ge~100!2@011#2.7° surface consists mainly ofSA- and
SB-type steps, with a fraction of double steps lower than 1
If we assume the same domain wall energies as for Si~100!,
a DB-step configuration results from Eq.~4! already for the
Ge~100!2@011#2.7° surface, contrary to the experiment
findings. Therefore, the step creation energies relative tols

for Ge~100! have to be smaller than for Si~100!. SincelSB
of

Ge determined below is almost an order of magnitude low
than on Si, it seems to be justified to assume that the in
action forces on Ge~100! are generally smaller than o
comparable Si~100! samples. Therefore, if we use theld
parameter of Si~100!, which is around 0.6 eV/2a,34 we get as
upper estimate forls for the Ge~100!2@011#2.7° surface
0.06 eV/2a.

lSB
was determined from the diffusivitŷk&2, which rep-

resents mainly the roughness of theSB-type step. The kink
creation energyeSB

derived from^k&2 is in the case of non-

interacting kinks close tolSB
. Compared to Si~100!, lSB

is
five times lower. For a direct comparison with Si, we assu
that alsolSA

andlDB
scale by this factor. Qualitatively, thi

can be rationalized by the fact that smoothSA and roughSB
steps are also found on the Ge~100! surface, i.e., the ener
getic order oflSB

.lDB
. lSA

is the same on Ge~100! as on
Si~100!.

With these assumptions, we plotted in Fig. 7 the critic
terrace length calculated according to Eq.~4! as a function of
ls . The dashed-dotted line is for Si~100!, where we used
domain wall energies for Si~100! as calculated by Chadi,24

whereas the solid line corresponds to Ge. Due to the sma
difference of the step creation energies on vicinal Ge co
pared with Si, a considerably higher step density for the tr
sition to a doubly stepped surface is needed, in qualita
agreement with our findings.

Even semiquantitatively, our estimates are close to
experimental findings. With the estimate forls given above,
the Ge~100!2@011#2.7° surface clearly belongs to the regim
with steps of single atomic height, whereas t
Ge~100!2@011#5.4° surface is close to the transition line b
tween a singly and doubly stepped surface. Experim
6-6
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tally, the amount ofDB-type steps was found to be onl
around 50%, with no indications for phase separation of s
gly and doubly stepped parts of the surface. This may be
indication that on vicinal Ge the transition between these t
types of surfaces~both as a function of step concentratio

FIG. 7. Critical terrace lengthGc vs ls . The dashed line was
obtained by using the domain wall parameters for Si~100! calcu-
lated by Chadi.24 The solid line for Ge~100! is plotted with esti-
mated parameters derived from our experiments. For details
text.
e

s,

ilt

po

H
a-

23531
-
n

o

and of temperature! is continuous. A description of this be
havior is not possible within the simple model used here

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

We have shown in this paper how averages of mic
scopic properties of vicinal surfaces can be evaluated qu
titatively by means of LEED. This requires the analysis
energy dependent spot splittings as well as of the tw
dimensional spot profiles both at Bragg positions and of
diffuse intensity. Since LEED isa priori an averaging
method, all appropriate averages are already contained in
data.

Second, there are clear differences between Si and G
the surface morphology of vicinal surfaces, as demonstra
here. Steps of single atomic height turn out to be stable
much higher step concentrations on germanium. Accord
to our analysis, this is mainly caused by the smaller diff
ence between step creation energies of steps with single
double atomic height on Ge. Due to lower interaction forc
between and along steps as compared to vicinal Si~100!,
Ge~100! surfaces are also more likely to show step structu
with a high roughness. For further experiments concern
the epitaxial growth of Si on vicinal Ge~100! this circum-
stance can significantly influence the growth mode.
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